The Violence of Diaspora: Governmentality, Class Cultures, and Circulations

Deborah A. Thomas

One of the problematics haunting much of the scholarship on the African diaspora has to do with how, when, and why questions regarding the state often seem to drop out of our analytic frames. This is not to say that there has not been a long history of diaspora scholarship that has taken the political economies of black folks’ relations to particular states as its foundational rubric. Think here not only of classic texts such as W. E. B. Du Bois’s Black Reconstruction (1935) or The Philadelphia Negro (1899), for example, but also of canonical histories of black Marxisms and even of contemporary explorations of particular sites of pan-Africanist or internationalist mobilization.¹ Of course, one of the points of using diaspora as a rubric for analysis is to get outside the limiting framework of nation-states for understanding modes of communication and the creation of political and cultural communities.

Yet what is often missing in these accounts is a sense of the transnational, indeed transimperial, dimensions of particular governmental projects. This sense is also absent from the bulk of culturalist scholarship that became hegemonic in African diaspora studies in the mid-twentieth-century United States. This body of work, on the one hand, elaborated an analysis of cultural continuities, retentions, and syncretisms—in other words, an analysis of Africanisms within American societies. On the other hand, it focused on comparative diasporic cultures, the kind of “black folk here and there” approach often associated with St. Clair Drake.²
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I argue here that a focus on modes of governmentality across empires helps us (1) maintain a critical dialogue between the two registers in which we mobilize the term diaspora—both as an instantiation of a worldwide black community that is the result of the transatlantic slave trade and as the community formations resulting from contemporary transnational migrations; and (2) clarify how particular state projects were imagined and developed transnationally. A better understanding of these two dimensions would clarify the ways gender and sexual norms are mobilized by states in ways that reproduce class hierarchies through the idea of "culture." The specific project that will concern me in this essay has to do with the attempts to characterize and manage diverse class cultures within black American populations by way of the discourse of dysfunction that arose in relation to black family formation in the United States and the West Indies in the post–World War II period. I am interested in this discourse first, because of what it can tell us about how links were posited—and institutionalized through policy—between the economy, family, and political participation for communities of African descent in a range of locations at a particular moment. Second, I want to investigate how these links have produced a kind of epistemological violence that continues to pervade contemporary popular analyses of actually existing violence among black populations at home and abroad, even though the political and economic basis for these links has shifted fairly radically.

Specifically, I want to think through the proliferation of discourse about the so-called culture of violence seen to characterize particular Caribbean societies and to accompany migrants from these societies into diasporic locales. I will argue that the culture of violence discourse has its roots in the earlier mobilization of the culture of poverty trope, itself the result of a culturalist approach to understanding inequality that became solidified in the aftermath of World War II. This is an approach in which difference is mapped in terms of culture, and culture itself then becomes reified, a static term that is seen to determine the behavior, outlook, and potential of entire groups. I will show that the development of culturalist discourse vis-à-vis black family formation was transnational, having particular but related effects among different diasporic (in the sense of worldwide black community) populations and that this discourse also moves with people as they create diasporas (in the sense of transnational migrant communities). Ultimately, my aim in this essay is to build on the work of scholars like Hazel Carby, M. Jacqui Alexander, Ann Stoler, and Elizabeth Popenew to show how the classed and gendered dimensions of state projects are entangled, and that this entanglement is both reproduced by and reproduces culturalist-oriented scholarship, even in the face of much transformed ways of organizing global relatedness in economic and political spheres.³ That is, I am interested in black people's relationships to states across imperial and generational moments, and specifically in how the movement from a mid-twentieth-century emphasis on state-centered industrial modernization to a late twentieth-
early twenty-first-century movement toward global neoliberalism has affected the ways black masculinity and black family formation are positioned in relation to development paradigms.

**Discourses of Depravity: Jamaicans and the Culture of Violence**

Let me start with two true stories. Early in the morning on Good Friday 2005, a close friend of mine called Vinny was killed, ambushed by gunmen at the gate of his yard as he was on his way out to pasture his goat.4 Vinny was someone I had come to know very well during my initial PhD fieldwork in a rural hillside community just outside Kingston in the mid- and late 1990s, and he was someone with whom I had kept in close touch ever since. The gunmen had come for his licensed firearm to fuel the unprecedented gang war that had quickly enveloped the community over the previous year or two. When Vinny did not produce the gun immediately, the three youth pulled their own, eventually shooting him eight times and dumping his body in the gully behind the house. They took the gun and ran off, leaving Vinny's family to search for his body. I flew to Jamaica to help Vinny's wife, Winsome, prepare for his funeral and for the nine-night celebration that would precede it.5 We went up to the house (which, after Vinny's murder, had been abandoned by family members who had scattered for safety) to pack up some of Vinny's personal things and then traveled to the funeral home to drop off his burial clothing. As we waited to see his embalmed body, we watched as the police brought in a body attached to a wooden cross. It was not clear whether the person had been killed before the de facto crucifixion or not, but the specter of his dangling, bloody limbs was obviously meant to serve as a public example and warning. This kind of exemplary spectacularity was repeated in a different form over the weekend, as two men were murdered and their bodies set ablaze beneath a heap of rubber tires in an open lot in West Kingston. For a national community becoming lamentably accustomed to these sorts of performative acts of brutality, the following incident—my second example—nevertheless provoked alarm and outcry.

On October 5, 2005, several armed men firebombed a dwelling in southwest St. Andrew near downtown Kingston, possibly as part of a feud between men from two areas in the district. Four people were killed in the blaze; they were unable to escape the burning house due to the padlock that secured the veranda's iron grille. One of these four was ten-year-old Sasha-Kay Brown, who spent her last moments pleading for help from her neighbors. "The little girl climbed up on the grille and called out the names of almost everybody who lived on Barnes Avenue, begging them to come and help her," one woman recalled. "But when we ran out of our houses and tried to assist her, the gunmen fired at us. The last thing we heard the little girl said [sic] was that the fire was burning her, then her voice just faded."6 The gunmen also shot and killed the family's dog, whose body was later found in the burnt-out yard.
For Kingstonians inured to the day-to-day violence that surrounds them, this quadruple murder was nonetheless stunning. For many newspaper and radio-show commentators, it marked a new level of brutality and cruelty—“cold and ruthless death squads” using children in the settling of scores between grown men. Cedric Wilson, an economist and a guest columnist for the Gleaner (one of two daily newspapers in Jamaica), argued that the quadruple murder signaled a new phase of war. “The ruthlessness of the crimes being committed are the acts of twisted supermen,” he stated. “This is [a] new breed of criminals without soul or conscience, evil men for whom the conception of good and evil is irrelevant.” Garth Rattray, a frequent columnist for the Gleaner, went a step further, arguing that by devaluing each other’s humanity in such dramatic ways, we are no better than the imperialist slave masters of yore:

These murderers exhibit the same brand of selfish, insular, tribal thinking that landed our forefathers here in the first place. . . . We used to enslave each other for conquest; now we enslave each other out of lust for power. We used to sell our fellowman to the Europeans for baubles, glass and metal; now we sell out our fellowman to crime bosses for drugs and money. We may not like to admit it, but as long as people have to live in fear, as long as people are internally displaced by violence, as long as people are being eliminated, we are still an enslaved nation.7

Of course, these two examples are not the only ones I could have cited, but they are the kinds of spectacular killings that are usually given as evidence of Jamaica’s culture of violence. This phrase itself is so taken for granted that it is commonly used as if its meaning were universally understood and agreed on. In the Executive Summary of 2005’s National Security Strategy green paper, for example, it appears thusly: “The continuous growth in the number of violent incidents causes many Jamaicans at home to live in fear, and influence [sic] those in the diaspora to abandon their dream of resettling on the ‘rock.’ It is now conceded that Jamaica has spawned a culture of violence in its most negative form, which is abhorrent to its values and stands in the way of every kind of social progress.” For many commentators, Jamaica is seen as a “killing society,” to use the words of Hermione McKenzie, the president of the Association of Women’s Organizations in Jamaica, and crime is seen to be a way of life in which the gun constitutes a symbol of manhood. By corollary, sexual violence, according to Women’s Media Watch, is normalized as a part of an overall “inner-city” culture of violence characterized by political violence, drugs, and gangs, a culture that is then glorified through the media and thereby reproduced.8

Though it now extends across the country, this violence is understood as having initially been concentrated in the capital city of Kingston and its surrounding areas. This is, in part, because the so-called inner-city communities whose names
evoke the landscape of political and drug-related violence that is ordinarily a defining feature of gang warfare in Jamaica — Southside, Grants Pen, Tivoli Gardens, August Town — are located there. Historically, these communities have been referred to as “garrisons,” a term originally used by the demographer Carl Stone to denote political strongholds led by “top rankings” in which any significant social, economic, or cultural development only occurred under the auspices of the dominant party leadership and where residents seeking to oppose or organize against the dominant political party risked suffering personal injury and property damage. Most analysts trace the development of garrison communities to post–World War II urbanization and the disruption of traditional social orders and networks. With the urban economy unable to absorb the rapidly expanding labor market, unemployment rose dramatically, and growing discontent among new migrants was fueled by what Stone called an “expectations gap.” The new population of “sufferers” became vulnerable to politicians who discovered that they could be enticed to become party loyalists with promises of political spoils. As the opposing parties built their cadres of supporters willing to win elections by any means necessary, political gangs with the intention of intimidating voters and of cementing political garrisons also appeared. Leaders of these gangs maintained close links with politicians, creating a situation of democratic clientelism also known as political tribalism.9

By the mid-1970s, the “sufferers’” physical neighborhoods were polarized, as units in newly constructed large-scale housing developments downtown were given only to supporters of one or the other political candidate; thus, Tivoli Gardens developed as a Jamaica Labour Party (JLP) enclave, and Arnett Gardens, for example, developed as a People’s National Party (PNP) enclave. Within these communities, party activists pushed out minority party supporters, in many cases forcing them to set up squatter communities elsewhere. Since residents of garrison communities operate with a profound distrust of the police, the “dons” or area leaders become the political authorities in the area, performing state-like functions such as security, the mediation of domestic and other disputes, and the determination of guilt and punishment; they also help with access to health care and education. This kind of assistance is crucial in spaces where the neoliberal state has abandoned people to what one resident in a World Bank–funded study on violence in inner-city communities termed “bare survival.” In other words, as several academic and editorial commentators have noted, “the hard core garrison communities exhibit an element of autonomy, in that they are states within a state. The Jamaican state has no authority or power except in as far as its forces are able to invade in the form of police and military raids.”10

Though the locations of the original so-called garrison communities have remained constant through the years, the social organization of crime began changing in the mid-1970s. At that time, the more intense export trade in ganja coincided with the oil crisis and the foreign exchange and balance of payments crises. The con-
comitant implementation of structural adjustment policies also worsened patterns of inequality and increased poverty. During the late 1970s and the early 1980s, growing unemployment and an increased cost of living prompted a move from political partisan violence to turf violence. In other words, people became less beholden to politicians, though they still remained loyal to their party. In part, this was because after the 1980 elections, which were particularly bloody (over eight hundred of the almost one thousand murders that year were attributed to political campaigning), several area dons were sent abroad, while others began pursuing full-time criminal activity in Jamaica. The clamping down on the ganja trade and the newly transnational organization of political gangs led many to go into cocaine and crack distribution, both in the United States (principally in New York and Miami) and in Jamaica. The hard-drug business also generated a trade in illegal high-powered weapons, which has ensured easier access to guns for the general population.11

This new organization of violence has had a major effect on the residential location patterns of the urban poor, many of whom are forced to flee deteriorating war zones and the destruction of their homes and places of employment. Because rival politically affiliated gangs continue to challenge the state's claims to legitimacy and authority (already challenged, of course, by various leaders' own involvement in the industries of violence in Jamaica), several crime-reduction plans have been initiated in the past decade, and task forces have been commissioned to write reports and give suggestions about how to reduce political and gang violence. Despite these efforts, however, by 2004 the murder rate in Jamaica reached 60 per 100,000 people, the highest in the world. Moreover, by the end of 2007, 843 murders had been committed compared to 756 during the comparable period in 2006, an increase of about 14 percent. In July, alone within the capital city of Kingston and the two surrounding parishes of St. Andrew and St. Catherine, 89 people were killed, an 82-percent increase over July 2006, which saw 49 murders. Part of this increase might be attributed to political campaigning, as general elections were held on September 3, 2007.12

Crime and violence have thus become an integral part of the fabric of day-to-day life in Jamaica—not only within the so-called inner-city communities that were first politicized during the 1960s and then mobilized by drug dons in the 1980s but throughout society as a whole. As a result, some Jamaicans and outside observers alike have come to understand violence as a primordial aspect of Jamaican culture, an essentialist view in which it is "not merely that the violence has an internal semiotic (and therefore to understand the violence one has to understand the culture)," as David Scott has written, "but that the semiotic of the culture is—at least in part—violence, and therefore to understand the culture, one has to understand the violence."13 In other words, the notion of a culture of violence presupposes a kind of savagery that hearkens back to earlier scientific racisms. This is a vision not only held by Jamaicans in Jamaica but also by those living abroad, a point made clear by the
fact that crime was one of the biggest agenda issues during the June 2005 Jamaica Diaspora Foundation conference in Kingston — where overseas Jamaicans identified crime as the number one factor inhibiting their own return and their ability to conduct business in Jamaica — and by the decision in late 2005 to stop reporting weekly crime statistics in the newspaper and to remove crime reportage from the front page of the Gleaner. This last action was taken in part because Jamaicans living abroad complained that constant front-page coverage of murders not only made foreigners wary of visiting Jamaica but also made U.S. citizens discriminate against resident Jamaicans on the basis of hailing from such a violent nation. Their concerns highlight how, for many U.S. nationals, the association of violent crime with particular immigrant groups intensifies the nativist and anti-immigrant sentiment that has played so large a role in class and racial formation in the United States.¹⁴

The sense that Jamaica is a hotbed of out-of-control violent crime is not confined to the U.S. context, but also extends to other Caribbean migrant destinations. For example, in April 2007, Tony Blair publicly stated that “the spate of knife and gun murders in London was not being caused by poverty, but [by] a distinctive black culture,” one characterized, in part, by bringing up youth “in a setting that has no rules, no discipline, no proper framework,” and no father. This comment ran counter to analyses given by others in his administration, who stressed that black youth were disproportionately impoverished and therefore disproportionately represented within the criminal justice system in England. Blair based his statement on the comments of a black pastor, who later argued that his remark to Blair — “When are we going to start saying this is a problem amongst a section of the black community and not, for reasons of political correctness, pretend that this is nothing to do with it?” — was taken out of context. Blair also advocated an “intense police focus” on the minority of young black Britons behind the gun and knife attacks, leading many community leaders to fear heightened police profiling and discrimination. Finally, he argued that “we need to stop thinking of this as a society that has gone wrong — it has not — but of specific groups that for specific reasons have gone outside of the proper lines of respect and good conduct towards others and need by specific measures to be brought back into the fold.”¹⁵

In Toronto, Canada, another Caribbean immigrant destination, an exploration of blogs and newspaper editorials that address the 9 percent increase in the city’s homicide rate in 2005 reveals a similar anti-immigrant stance. For many of these commentators, and especially for those on the more conservative end of the political spectrum, Jamaicans were seen to be responsible for 80 percent or more of the city’s gun crime and certainly for the bulk of the city’s murders, although they constituted only 7 percent of the city’s population of 2.5 million. Jamaica, in these accounts, is seen as the “birthplace for the gang culture now taking hold of the city,” and Jamaicans are thus positioned as “utterly ruthless and remorseless psychopaths” who come from “fatherless homes.” These Jamaicans bring to Toronto
a "‘born fi’ dead’ culture" that is proliferating because of "poorly screened immigration and multiculturalism policies that encourage immigrants to hang onto their culture no matter how dysfunctional or destructive." In this view, Jamaicans are born into a pathological culture of violence that they carry with them as they migrate to Toronto, infecting an otherwise peaceful, tolerant, and by some accounts overly generous Canadian ethos. Yet it is not only within metropolitan centers that the discourse of the Jamaican culture of violence is mobilized. In early twentieth-century Cuba, there was a general criminalization of black migrants who came to work the sugar estates, and recent escalations of violence in Trinidad and Guyana are sometimes anecdotally discussed in terms of the ways local patterns might be becoming "Jamaican-ized." 16

Violence, in these types of accounts, is not only racialized but also sexualized. This is because the cases I focus on here foreground the impression that black youth have been raised in households that deviate from the normative pattern of sexual relations and family formation and infer that this is one of the principal causal factors of the violence. Even more critical, here violence is positioned as external to the formation of states like the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada, rather than as constitutive of them. However, as anthropologists, historians, and other social theorists have by now convincingly demonstrated, violence is and has been part and parcel of nationalism — both in the initial struggle for statehood and in the ongoing efforts to construct a notion of citizenship. 17 This is true not only for European states, many of whose consolidation was the result of imperialist expansion and slavery, but also for new states formed in the post—World War II period as the result of anticolonial movements. But by positioning violence as external to the process of state formation, certain commentators reproduce a notion of violence as cultural rather than structural (even though they may identify factors such as poverty as producing violence in particular contexts). They also perpetuate analytic discourses that position New World blacks as culturally deviant and therefore as ultimately unassimilable to the nationalist ideals that characterize the states in which they find themselves. In other words, existing violence both generates and reproduces a particular epistemological violence — one that has become the dominant framework through which many understand the place of black people in relation to states.

**Diasporic Silences: The Violence of Discursive Elisions**

Because the contexts of knowledge production influence the kind of knowledge that is pursued, most scholars would readily agree that the political, economic, and sociocultural issues and assumptions current at any given moment shape the questions we ask, the arguments we make, and the concepts we use. Brent Edwards’s 2001 *Social Text* essay, "The Uses of Diaspora," lays out a genealogy that clarifies some of the context shaping the scholarly turn to diaspora and discusses how uses of
the term have changed over time. In the discussion below, I pick up on a few of his points to push us in another direction.

Edwards contends that the use of the term diaspora entered scholarly literature in the United States during the 1950s as African American scholars became interested in the transnational black influences on anticolonial movements in Africa. Diaspora, on the one hand, became a way for U.S. scholars to think through differences of opinion regarding “the political scope of Pan-Africanism in the independence moment,” as well as a way to explore the question of origins. It was thus a concept that was, in his words, “resistant or exorbitant to the frames of nations and continents” in relation to both cultural politics and realpolitik. However, as the Cold War gained speed and as African nations gained independence, diaspora became reduced to its cultural aspects, “rather than precisely a means to theorize both culture and politics at the transnational level.”¹⁸ The question of origins became a question of culture, at which point anthropology entered the picture.

While St. Clair Drake advocated a comparative analysis of diaspora populations that was oriented toward the goal of coordinating action to, in his words, “complete the worldwide task of Black Liberation,” earlier comparative scholarship on blacks in the New World was shaped by a Boasian focus on acculturation and the diffusion of particular cultural traits across what were then known as “culture areas.”¹⁹ Melville Herskovits, Franz Boas’s student, was particularly interested in the different degrees to which New World black populations retained, adapted, and reinterpreted cultural practices understood as African in derivation. Friends with many of the Harlem Renaissance bigwigs (Zora Neale Hurston was one of his research assistants), Herskovits felt that clarifying the African derivation of African American cultural practices in particular would counter the claims of those who asserted that black Americans had no significant cultural legacy and therefore contributed nothing culturally or politically to the United States. Herskovits’s idea was that providing evidence of this cultural legacy through “scientific” study would not only bolster African American self-esteem but also lessen racial prejudice. The model he developed—the “scale of Africanisms”—has been understood by critics and sympathizers alike as more of a classificatory scheme than a theory. Nevertheless it provided one blueprint for imagining that New World black populations might share a common history and, by implication, might be able to construct a common future.²⁰

While the kind of culturalist analysis that Herskovits mobilized provided the basis for a cultural politics that countered the denigration of “things African,” it also heralded, as Penny Von Eschen has argued, a “shift from the vocabulary of political economy to the language of moralism.” In part, this shift was also due to the move away from biologically based theories of racial difference and toward a framework “that defined differential racial and ethnic characteristics as matters of learned cul-
tural norms”—a move that was itself the result of the post–World War II racial liberalism spurred by the emergent civil rights movement and the Cold War. Yet there were two conservative effects of the anticommunist fervor of the early Cold War period. First, sociological analyses of race and class began to privilege a focus on culture over a focus on socioeconomic inequality. This had both academic and practical effects. Academically, it supported a liberal view of development that naturalized capitalist competition and that positioned the cultural (and sexual) practices of middle-class white Americans as normative. Moreover, racism was then portrayed as “an anachronistic prejudice and a personal and psychological problem, rather than as a systemic problem rooted in specific social practices and pervading relations of political economy and culture.” Practically, the cultural model put forward by intellectuals like Michael Harrington (whose book The Other America was said to provide the impetus for President Lyndon B. Johnson’s War on Poverty) and Daniel Moynihan and Nathan Glazer (whose Beyond the Melting Pot was also taken up in policy circles) directed attention away from the overall political economy of American capitalism and of how it “uses, abuses, and divides its poorly organized working class” and toward psychologically oriented assimilationist strategies for eliminating poverty. These strategies emphasized self-help, but not the kind of self-help that looks like grassroots political organization among a class for itself.

The second conservative effect of early Cold War anticommunism was that activism toward black liberation began to privilege a focus on nationalism over a focus on internationalism. In Von Eschen’s analysis of how the Truman Doctrine and Cold War politics led black Americans to become increasingly exceptionalist to secure their demands for equality in the United States, she argues that liberal African Americans eschewed a previous emphasis on the oppression of black peoples worldwide to secure particular kinds of rights “at home.” Of course, as she shows, this was not necessarily a freely made choice among black activist circles; anticolonial activists experienced significant repression at the hands of the government during the early Cold War period. Yet to legitimate the emergent sense that the United States should lead the “free world” and to shape international perceptions of American race relations, the Truman administration and the State Department offered a compromise that narrowed the scope of what constituted a black community.

Herein lies the root of the epistemological violence generated by the turn to culturalist analysis. The question of where black populations stood in relation to states (an important question for black Americans after the failure of Reconstruction and for colonial blacks especially after World War II) became secondary to the question of how blacks in the West were connected to roots, to Africa. And though the language of cultural politics has enabled a critique that is antinationalist, it abandons the impetus within internationalism toward imagining alternative ways to constitute political community. It also entails a more global political economic analysis that would frame violence in Jamaica within a more historical and relational context.
That is, a culturalist analysis of diaspora tends to obscure a focus on how some imperial and nationalist projects have been developed transnationally, producing similar challenging effects for black populations in the diaspora. Chief among these projects is that which concerned African American family formation and sexuality and which resulted in a discursive labeling of both African American and black Caribbean communities as sharing a culture of poverty as a result of faulty familial organization.

The Culturalization of Poverty and Violence
In the immediate aftermath of the Civil War in the United States, the Freedmen’s Bureau—a federal agency established in 1865 to protect and aid emancipated slaves in the South—began to concern itself with family formation. Newly emancipated slaves were not only encouraged to marry but were faced with imprisonment and in some cases denied pension payments if they decided not to. In this way, Roderick Ferguson reminds us, the bureau played an active role in the attempt to “rationalize African American sexuality by imposing heterosexual marriage upon the freedman through the rule of law and as a condition for citizenship.” In doing so, the burden of responsibility for former slaves was shifted from the government and former slaveholders to the patriarchal husband, now seen as legally responsible for the well-being of the household. This federal attempt was short-lived, however, as the bureau was discontinued in 1869, though its educational activities continued for an additional three years. Nevertheless, the groundwork was set for linking patterns of family formation to legitimate economic and political participation in a newly united nation-state.

In the West Indies—and in Jamaica in particular—the situation was somewhat different as the colonial state did not involve itself in Afro-Jamaican family formation until much later. Baptists and other missionaries, however, were very much interested in creating respectable Christian blacks out of the masses of freed people after full emancipation in 1838. They imagined legitimate family formation through marriage as an integral part of a series of reforms that would remake former slaves into a nascent middle class, one modeled on middle-class Englishmen—in other words, a middle class that embodied the values of independence, thrift, moderation, modesty, and education. If slavery had created “an unnatural phenomenon, male slaves who were entirely dependent on their masters,” in the missionary communities developed after emancipation in Jamaica, black men were now to have the opportunity to be real men by casting off dependency and by taking charge of their now legitimate households. As in the United States, because the Jamaican colonial state had depended on the plantations to provide welfare during slavery, this was also a move to socialize in newly freed people the values of working for wages and of paying for medical care and education. In both cases, family structure became a way to measure progress and civilization (that is, assimilation into the postemancipa-
tion state), and white heteropatriarchal, middle-class families became the standard against which African American and Afro-Jamaican families were judged. As Ferguson argues, the "demand for a racialized heteronormativity released polymorphous exclusions targeting women, people of color, and gays and lesbians at the same time that it became a regulatory regime, working to inspire conformity among women, people of color, and homosexuals."27

Notably, however, black family structure in the West Indies did not become a concern of the imperial government until after the labor rebellions that swept through the region during the late 1930s. Prior to that time, as historian Lara Putnam has demonstrated, Afro-Jamaican promiscuity and the high rates of children born to unmarried women (approximately two-thirds from the period of emancipation through the present) were understood by observers either as signs of blacks' irredeemable savagery and immorality or as the result of victimization and disadvantage. By the 1920s and 1930s, some uplift-oriented middle-class Afro-Caribbean men and women began to pay more attention to family formation and parenting practices. Furthermore, they wrote about their concerns in the West Indian publications that were emerging within Afro-Caribbean migrant destinations throughout Central America in particular. This is significant because migration in this case seems to have prompted a black middle-class activist concern with family patterns among poorer West Indians, just as it did in the United States in the wake of the Great Migration north. Nevertheless, these concerns did not immediately translate into policy recommendations. According to Putnam, despite interest in the sexual mores of Afro-Caribbean populations among observers, missionaries, and Colonial Office bureaucrats, "there was little emphasis placed on the social, cultural, or psychological consequences of Afro-Caribbean domestic forms."28 Yet by the aftermath of the worldwide economic depression, regionwide labor riots, and the beginning of World War II, West Indian family formation became newly situated as a policy concern in the Colonial Office, and a link was created between poverty and what looked like parental irresponsibility to British middle-class government officials and social welfare workers. This was also the case in the United States.

In part, this shift in policy-oriented attention to lower-class black families in the United States and the West Indies resulted from a move away from the biologically driven understandings of race that undergirded various strands of scientific racism throughout the mid-nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and toward anthropologically and psychologically oriented analyses of human difference. Equally important to this shift, however, was the newly hegemonic industrial-development ideology that positioned the patriarchal family at the heart of economic productivity, the reproduction of labor, and educated consumption.29 In this context, one that stretched across the Atlantic, the roles were clear—men labored and women reproduced their labor by seeing to the health and welfare of the household—and deviating from this norm was seen as a cultural rather than structural problem, not
only in the West Indies but also in the United States. As Ferguson explains, “Within a national context that has historically constructed the heteropatriarchal household as a site that can absorb and withstand material catastrophes, African American poverty was often explained by reverting back to the question of African American intimate relations and denying the irresolvability and historicity of state and capital’s own exploitative practices.” Studies commissioned at the time reproduced this view, and implicit within these studies were concerns regarding the political futures of African Americans and black Caribbeans at the dusk of the British Empire.

One of these studies, Gunnar Myrdal’s *An American Dilemma*, commissioned by the Carnegie Corporation and ultimately published in 1944, was geared toward examining the causes of the continued inequalities between blacks and whites in the United States. Myrdal focused on a number of institutional dimensions of social, economic, and political life, but underlying his analysis was a concern with the so-called disorganization of African American family structure, a disorganization that “constructed African Americans as figures of nonheteronormativity who could potentially throw the American social order into chaos.” Similarly, the West India Royal Commission sent to the West Indies after the labor riots that swept through the region in the late 1930s produced a report (also known as the Moyne Report, after the head of the commission) stating that one of the causes of the region’s labor problems was a dysfunctional family structure among poor and working-class black West Indians. This structure was characterized by high rates of illegitimate births, a “loose” family organization, and the “careless” upbringing of children. For the authors of the report, dysfunctional families generated a lack of economic productivity and motivation and therefore also a lack of ability to participate politically in an engaged and thoughtful way. The report ultimately recommended a movement toward independence for the West Indian colonies, as well as the establishment of an Office of Colonial Development and Welfare that would not only see to improvements in housing, education, public health, and land resettlement but would also foster more responsible parenting and sexual restraint.

In Jamaica, the sociologist Thomas Simey became the head of the Office of Colonial Development and Welfare in 1941. His conviction was that sociological studies would lead to a broader understanding of the problematic familial institutions that were prevalent among the majority of the population and, therefore, also to the development of solutions to the problems to facilitate a transfer from crown colony government to self-rule. Simey’s own survey of social conditions in Jamaica—*Welfare and Planning in the West Indies*—set the pattern for future family studies by delineating types of mating practices and by arguing that there seemed to be a close correlation between color, occupation or economic level, and family type. These findings were echoed, though modified in various ways, by scholars who Simey invited to study social conditions in the region, including Edith Clarke and Madeline Kerr (whose 1952 study was also influenced by the functional-
ist psychologically oriented studies of family life in the United States. Of course, later studies modified the value bias and Eurocentric stress on male dominance and the nuclear family by suggesting that lower-class family forms were creatively adaptive and represented solutions to problems faced in other spheres of their lives. Lower-class people, while sharing the general values of the society, also were able to "stretch" these values to make them fit their own circumstances. What is key for my purposes here, however, is that family formation was seen as an issue related to the viability of statehood, and thus black peoples' sexual practices and family organization became problems to be addressed at the highest levels of government, as they also were in the United States during the same period.

In fact, in addition to the emphasis on scholarship, one of the first activities of the Office of Colonial Development and Welfare staff in the West Indies was to visit the mini-New Deal programs of the Roosevelt administration in Puerto Rico and the United States Virgin Islands, visits organized by the Rockefeller Foundation. Unlike Great Britain, the United States did not initially adopt a welfare approach to issues of social development. Instead, U.S. officials took a scientific approach, establishing a policy of population control and institutionalizing home economics education. The home economics movement emerged in the United States at the turn of the twentieth century and was designed, as Rhoda Reddock has argued, to draw households "into relations with the market as a consumption unit and to bring housework in line with capitalist modernization, stressing rationality, professionalism, and scientific principles." By the mid-1950s, based on research conducted in Puerto Rico and Jamaica funded by the U.S. Conservation Foundation, the general agreement was that overpopulation (the result of promiscuity and high illegitimacy rates) was the main reason for the region's economic problems, and the Puerto Rican model (sterilization among lower-class women) was put forward as a solution. Laura Briggs has argued that these kinds of collaborative investigations should direct our attention to the syncretisms between overseas development and domestic welfare or poverty policies. In other words, in both the U.S. and West Indian sociological literature, a link was made between "the poor" (or, in the case of the West Indies, the "lower classes") and "sex patterns," patterns that ultimately became proxies for race. These patterns, then, constituted poor black people as unassimilable to the national mainstream and therefore excluded them from the normative categories of citizenship.

Thus, by the time Oscar Lewis coined the term culture of poverty, the sexual and kinship patterns that constituted poor black people as deviating from the idealized cultural norms of the United States and Jamaica were already elaborated through research and policy. However, the traits Lewis listed as characteristic of a culture of poverty—simple language; a great need for sex and excitement; a propensity to rage, aggression, and violence; an inability to be alone and a constant need for sociability; a high incidence of early sexual unions outside of the context of marriage and thus of
illegitimate children; an emphasis on appearances; a lack of participation in the major institutions of the larger society (with the exception of jail, the army, or the public welfare system); an orientation to the local and an inability to see beyond immediate problems; and a value on "acting out more than thinking out, self-expression more than self-constraint, pleasure more than productivity, spending more than saving, personal loyalty more than impersonal justice"—served to further entrench the culturalist view of social inequality, in part because his books were published by popular presses and in part because his ideas were reproduced by those in the U.S. policy arena, such as Moynihan.35

I am rehashing some of this terrain to point out similarities in terms of how poor black people were positioned in relation to the U.S. government and the newly emergent states within the British West Indies around the same time period. In both the United States and the West Indies during the mid-twentieth century, because "stable" families with male breadwinners were seen as the motors of modern, industrial economic growth, regulating the sexuality of lower-class blacks—and especially of urbanized, industrialized, lower-class blacks—became a key aspect of the state's relationship to black populations. Thus African Americans and Afro-West Indians whose families deviated from the normative model of heteropatriarchy were seen as "reproductive rather than productive, heterosexual but never heteronormative." They were therefore subjected to a discursive regulation that ultimately, according to the logic of mid- and late twentieth-century development paradigms, blamed them for their own poverty and, after the dismantling of the welfare state in the United States and the implementation of structural adjustment programs in Jamaica, abandoned them to the whims of the market.36

Within the current neoliberal moment, however, the family is no longer hegemonically viewed as the engine of economic growth. Instead, growth is believed to be powered by entrepreneurship. And though gendered notions of respectability, as Carla Freeman reminds us, still operate to delimit who might or might not be seen as a legitimate entrepreneur, the entrepreneur is a figure that can be—to a degree—extracted from the context of family.37 This means that the family unit is no longer seen as the most critical factor in relation to economic production, as it was during the mid-twentieth century.

Of course, this does not mean that black family formation—and especially black masculinity—has somehow suddenly become a political nonissue, both in relation to contests for the state in the United States and Jamaica and in terms of the various kinds of black nationalist "common sense" that have emerged in both locations.38 Instead, as we have seen, the culture of poverty discourse (in which black males are irresponsible, selfishly status-seeking, and incorrigibly undomesticated) has given way to the culture of violence discourse (in which black males—because they have been undomesticated—are susceptible to the pull of gangs and the street, through which they become pathologically incapable of exhibiting empathy
or human compassion). Black men have become problematic in new ways, their marginality defined in relation to new institutional configurations. In the first instance, poor black men are “problems” because they are not household heads, stable breadwinners, and actively present (patriarchal) fathers to their children. In the second, poor black men are “problems” because they cannot gain a significant foothold in legitimate entrepreneurial activities (because they were fatherless) and are therefore responsible for the violence that perpetuates poverty and insecurity. In the first case, their pathology is diagnosed in relation to their roles in the family; in the second, it is diagnosed in relation to their roles in the economy. Either way, faulty black masculinity is to blame for economic underdevelopment and persistent poverty.

Nevertheless, there is a real opportunity here. If, due to the nature of global economic shifts, the family is no longer the primary unit of economic productivity and political engagement and a late nineteenth-century sexual division of labor is no longer idealized in the same way that it was during the mid-twentieth century, then (1) we must abandon the idea that the nuclear family is the primary unit through which populations can engage the state; (2) we could successfully chip away at the hegemony of culturalist discourse regarding family formation and faulty black masculinity, even in the face of Christian Right attacks on, among other things, the Roe v. Wade decision in the United States, and despite the emergence of the male marginalization discourse in the West Indies; and (3) we must be able to look again at new ways of organizing our political and economic loyalties and of formulating our notions of how transnational and diasporic alliances and commitments are forged, broken, and remade. To do the latter, however, we need more finely honed analyses of how gender, class, generation, race, nation, sexuality, and—yes—the political economy of governmentality constitute each other in diaspora. Otherwise we risk reproducing the hegemony of the kinds of nonholistic culturalist frameworks that are mobilized by popular observers, as well as by some journalists and scholars. As I have attempted to show here, these kinds of frameworks are impoverished lenses through which to analyze social inequality and can only perpetuate discursive violence against black people worldwide.

Notes
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5. A “nine night” is a Jamaican funerary ritual, an extended wake that takes place for nine nights after death during which time mourners sit up all night to celebrate the life of the deceased with food, music, and (often) drumming.
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